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Context Setting
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Unlocking new insight into impact performance
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We aspire to create a world in which social and 

environmental factors are routinely integrated into 

investment decisions, as the ‘normal’ way of doing 

things.
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Most impact investors (84%) are unable to compare 
their impact results to market performance

This prevents impact investors from:
• Efficiently raising/deploying capital
• Effectively managing performance
• Communicating with stakeholders

In the long-run, this gap will prevent the impact investing industry 
from achieving its impact potential

Source: State of Impact Measurement and Management Survey, the GIIN (2020)
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Advancing Understanding of Impact Performance
IRIS+ and Impact Performance Studies

Standardizing impact data Interpreting impact data
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Methodology for standardizing and comparing impact 
performance

Objectives:

• To understand investment-level impact 
performance

• To enable replication across 
investment and impact strategies

• To contextualize impact results relative 
to the magnitude of the 
corresponding challenges
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Components to the methodology
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Components to the methodology

1 Bind the sample

Collect standardized impact information

Conduct analysis

Derive insights 

2

3

4
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1. Sample binding1

Based on analytic goals, determine the relevant parameters and 
scope of analysis and bind the sample accordingly

• By sector

• By theme

• By strategic goal
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2. Standardized impact information 2

Collect the data needed across five critical categories:

• Investment context

• Investee context

• Impact results

• Evidence base

• Magnitude of the social or environmental issue
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3. Conduct analysis3

Analyze impact information to enable meaningful comparison and 
interpretation of results:

• Normalize data

• Assess outcomes

• Cluster and segment findings
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4. Derive insights4

Generate insight into investment-level performance to use:

• To set investment strategy

• To select investments

• To manage investments

• To shape exits

• To strengthen communications
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Break-out room sessions

Purpose: To integrate your reflections, ensure the theory resonates with 
experience, and strengthen the methodology

Deep dive into key choices made along the way:

• Sample binding

• Normalization

• Performance thresholds

• Use cases
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Objective

To establish and set parameters to inform which 

investments, and which corresponding impact data, are 

relevant for analysis.
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Key choice #1: Sample binding

Why bind the sample?
• To segment the investment universe by some commonality to enable rigorous and 

comparable impact performance analysis
• To inform which investments and corresponding impact data are relevant for 

analysis
• To generate insight on impact results by sector, theme, and/or strategic goal

1
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Strategies: Sector, Theme, and Strategic Goal
Bind the 
sample on…

If one wants … For the purposes of… Example:  Health Insurance
Metrics

1

Sector To inform immediate operational or 
strategic business choices

• Outputs

• Short-term 

outcomes

Financial services

• Number of insurance policies sold

• Client awareness of insurance policy features 

and requirements

• Number of claims approved

Theme To drive long-term strategy, 
portfolio design, and allocations

• Broad outcomes

• Medium- and 

long-term 

outcomes

Improved healthcare

• Number of patients accessing healthcare as a 

result of having insurance policies

• Percent of patients experiencing improved 

health as a result of healthcare access gained 

from owning insurance

Strategic Goal To inform investment management 
approaches

• Specific outcomes

• Medium- and 

long-term 

outcomes

Reducing financial barriers to health services

• Percent change in client spending on 

healthcare

• Number of patients that decrease spending 

on healthcare
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Discussion questions

• How do you ‘bind’ your own portfolio for analysis? Why?

• What else could one bind on beyond sector, theme, and 
strategic goal? 

• For what types of insights or choices would these various 
binding options make the most sense for you? Please share 
examples!

1
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Objective

To understand investment-level impact 

performance, exploring those impact results 

reasonably associated with a given tranche of 

investment capital.
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Normalization

Definition: Mathematical process of adjusting values measured on 

different scales to arrive at a comparable scale

Purpose: To enable appropriate, reasonable comparison

USD 10 million

USD 10 million

USD 15 million

USD 30 million

Investment 1

Investment 2

Company 1

Company 2
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A range of factors determine an investment’s 
influence on impact

Key factors:

• Proportionality • Timing • Terms of capital
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Discussion questions

• What are the limitations or challenges to this normalization approach?

• Should we consider additional factors beyond proportionality and timing 

when normalizing data? If so, how could these factor in?

• How could we adapt this approach to better enable fund- or portfolio-

level analyses?

• How might this approach incentivize various investment approaches or 

behaviors?
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Objective

Impact results can be contextualized relative to an external threshold 
for performance to:

• Enable appropriate comparison
• Gauge and contextualize progress achieved
• Understand effectiveness 
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Negative PositiveNeutral

ΔA ΔB ΔC
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Impact can be considered in two ways

Stocks: The amount of a given result achieved by a specific point in time (t1)

Flows: The change in impact results during a specific time period (t1-0)
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Social or environmental performance thresholds

Baseline or threshold options Example

1. The scale of the existing social or environmental 

challenge within a specific geographic binding as defined 

by the investor (e.g., city, state/province, country, 

region)

Number of individuals gaining access to clean water relative to 

the number previously lacking access to clean water in the 

greater metropolitan area surrounding Sao Paulo, Brazil

2. The scale of the existing social or environmental 

challenge within the country/countries of investee 

operations

Number of individuals gaining access to clean water relative to 

the number previously lacking access to clean water in Brazil

3. The size of the addressable market for a given 

product/service

Number of individuals gaining access to clean water relative to 

the number of individuals in the greater metropolitan area 

surrounding Sao Paulo, Brazil

4. The annual pace of change required to achieve the 

SDGs or science-based targets

The percent change during a one-year period in individuals 

gaining access to clean water relative to the percent increase 

required annually to enable universal and equitable access to 

safe and affordable drinking water (SDG target 6.1) 
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Discussion Questions

• Which of these options resonates most with you and why?

• How do you gauge progress for your own impact investments? What 
are some alternative approaches to assess progress toward impact? 

• Can you share some examples of what this looks like in practice?

• What are the potential ethical implications of relative performance 
thresholds?
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Objective

To generate insights that inform and 

enhance decision-making
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Generating impact & business value

• unlock greater insight into the influence of various investment features and 
processes on impact performance

• to shape overall portfolio construction and set achievable and appropriate 
performance expectations;

• better communicate and distinguish an individual firm’s positive and 
negative impact results when speaking with stakeholders; and

• gauge the efficiency of one investment strategy versus another.
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To inform the full investment process
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Discussion questions

• Are there other phases to the investment process we should 

highlight?

• Which specific choices or decisions can comparable impact 

performance analytics inform? 

• How do you currently account for impact within these choices? 

Please share examples!
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What’s Next
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Next Steps

• Ongoing webinar series:

o Part I: Intro to Impact Performance – Nov 2 (recording and slides available online)

o Part II: Impact Performance in Financial Inclusion – Nov 10 (recording and slides available online)

o Part III: Impact Performance in Agriculture – Nov 17 (recording and slides available online)

o Part IV: Impact Performance Methodology – Today

• Public Comment Period for Methodology | November – January

• Launch of IRIS+ themes and performance data collection| Quality Jobs and Climate Change Mitigation

• Ongoing development of IRIS+ themes | Sustainable Ag, Clean Energy, Racial Equity, Biodiversity

• Ongoing data collection | Clean Energy, Agriculture, and Financial Inclusion
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Where To Find More?

IRIS+ Website GIIN’s Website

See sample 
dashboards

Share your 
data (xls)

Download reports

See sample 
dashboards

thegiin.org/research/publication/understanding-impact-
performance

https://iris.thegiin.org/performance-analytics/
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Q&A
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Thank you!


